Parenting meta-emotion and their children's conduct behavior and their interaction with peers

Abstract:
The goal of the researcher from his current study show link parenting meta-emotion and behavior problem / non-problem for their children and their interaction with peers .the premise that the method used by parents during the excitement of their children is an important aspect of parenting in the upbringing and development of children learn the skills of awareness and understanding and regulation of emotion in the context of the interactions of parents -children "Gottman," and "Katz", and
"Hoeven" in 1997 of the pioneers of the study meta emotion of parents and role in the growth and psychological compatibility and tried researcher in the study the current elucidation of the concept meta emotion of the valley and its relationship to behavior problem / non-problem for children and its relationship with the interaction of children positive / negative with peers during play at the sample reached 130 while the average age 37 years and 3 months and the period of marriage ranged from 10:13-year-old to have children at the stage of primary school had an average age of 7 years and 10 months, and the number of children formers 32 children, and the number of children formers 65 children of these mothers, after the rejection of 33 while continuing to complete after application list behavior problem children on mothers (prepared by the researcher) and the division of their children to the children of a behavior problem, and ordinary on self-report to their mothers on the list of behavior children it was applied list meta emotion of parents on the children's mothers, were then evaluate the performance of children in interaction with peers while playing with the closest friend of the child of his own choosing, in a private room at school (classrooms) for 45 minutes after playing decide child friendly interaction positive / negative in the kid's toys shaper / normal in light of the list of interaction children positive / negative in playing with peers (researcher) .. results to differ mothers of children with behavior problem in their awareness and emotions of their children and manage the emotions of their children for mothers who have children ordinary, as it has been associated with negative interaction with their peers. Researcher presented some research ideas to be studied in the future.
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